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The Board is publishing final rules amending Regulation Z, 
which implements the Truth in Lending Act and Home 
Ownership and Equity Protection Act. The purpose of the 
final rule is to protect consumers in the mortgage market 
from unfair or abusive lending practices that can arise from 
certain loan originator compensation practices, while 
preserving responsible lending and sustainable home 
ownership. 
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Fed Final Rule: Overview
 “Paradigm shift” in how loan originators will be 

compensated 

 Cannot pay originators on a term or condition, subject to 
exception for loan amount

 No dual compensation 

 Prohibits steering in brokered transaction

 Separates LO “comp” from loan negotiation 

 Lender’s compensation deal w/ originator

 Must be pre-determined and fixed 

 Lender’s negotiation w/ borrower on loan terms

 Can vary as the lender decides in light of market conditions

 Effective for applications: April 1st, 2011  
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Fed Final Rule: Background

 Changes compensation structure – does not limit loan 
originator compensation

 Does not affect SRPs paid lender

 Changes Reg Z – coverage & penalties

 Defines loan originator

 “”arranges, negotiates, or otherwise obtains an extension of 
credit for another person” 
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Compliance
 Mandatory compliance with rules is required for applications 

received by creditors on or after April 1, 2011.

 Receipt of application by broker is not determinative—receipt 
of application by creditor is determinative.

 Rules generally apply to closed-end consumer credit 
transactions secured by dwelling.

 Rules require creditors and other parties who compensate 
loan originators to retain records for at least two years after 
consummation of transaction.
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Fed Final Rule: Who is affected?

 Applies to all retail loan officers & brokers

 Applies to all compensation of “producing” branch 
managers

Manager defined as: “Whose compensation is not 
based on whether any particular loan is originated”

 Applies to mortgage broker company

 Term “mortgage broker” includes companies

 Otherwise, rule would permit “evasion”

 Applies to loans “brokered out” by lenders 
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Loan originator compensation:
How will it work?
 Cannot compensate on a loan term or condition

 Includes rate (SRP), LTV and APR

 Product type (e.g.CRA/Government/Conv.)

 Can pay based on loan amount (50/60/70 bps)

 Min/Max fee OK

 Does not restrict loan pricing   

 Cannot compensate based on “a factor that is a proxy for a 
transaction’s term or condition”

 Credit score example

 DTI could also be a proxy 
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How will it work? 
 Compensation includes:

 Salaries, commissions and “any financial or similar incentive” … based 
on any terms or conditions”

 An annual or periodic bonus

 Awards of merchandise, service, trips, etc.

 Fees (retained by originator)

 Examples of permitted compensation
 May pay based on volume & performance

 May pay based on quality of loan files

 May pay based on “pull through” rate

 Lender compensation arrangements w/ originators
 May pay differently by geographical location 

 May change compensation “periodically”

 May change terms to customer

 Cannot lower originator’s compensation

 Cannot pay on term, condition or “proxy” 
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Permissible Compensation
 The prohibition against compensation based on terms or conditions of 

transaction:
 Does not apply to compensation received by loan originator from 

consumer, either in cash or out of loan proceeds.
 But dual compensation to originator—from consumer and another party—is 

prohibited.
 Payment to originator out of loan proceeds is payment from consumer.
 Payment to originator out of points, even if financed, is not payment from 

consumer.
 Payment to originator out of interest rate is not payment from consumer.

 The prohibition against compensation based on terms or conditions of 
transaction:
 Does not prohibit different compensation terms for retail and wholesale 

loan originators, or for employee loan originators.
 Fed did not adopt comment providing that compensation to loan originators 

could vary based on geography, subject to fair lending law compliance.
 Compensation can vary based on legitimate business expenses, such as fixed 

overhead costs.
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Dual Compensation Prohibition
 Rule provides that if any loan originator receives compensation 

directly from consumer in transaction:
 No originator may receive compensation, directly or indirectly, from 

any person other than consumer in connection with transaction.

 No person who knows or has reason to know of consumer-paid 
compensation to loan originator (other than consumer) may pay any 
compensation to loan originator, directly or indirectly, in connection 
with transaction.

 As noted above:
 Payment to originator out of loan proceeds is payment from consumer.

 Payment to originator out of points, even if financed, is notpayment 
from consumer.

 Payment to originator our of interest rate is not payment from 
consumer.
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Steering Prohibition
 Rule provides that a loan originator may not direct or steer a 

consumer to a product that pays higher compensation to the 
originator, unless the product is in the consumer’s interest. For 
example, if the consumer’s credit qualifies him for loans from 
many investors, and investor A offers lower interest rates than 
investor B (all other loan terms being equal), the consumer 
must be offered the lower interest rate loan.

 For loan originators who are employees of creditors, they are 
deemed to comply with prohibition when originating loans for 
employer-creditor if there is compliance with prohibition 
against receiving compensation based on terms or conditions 
of consumer credit transaction.
 But if creditor’s employee forwards an application to another 

creditor, steering prohibition applies.
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Steering Prohibition—Safe Harbor

 Elements of safe harbor from steering prohibition include:

 For each type of transaction in which consumer expresses 
interest, consumer is presented with loan options that 
include:

 Loan with lowest interest rate.

 Loan with lowest total dollar amount for origination points or fees 
and discount points.

 Loan with lowest interest rate and no risky features such as 
negative amortization, prepayment penalty, interest-only 
payments, balloon payment in first 7 years of loan, demand feature 
or shared equity or appreciation.

 Presenting more than four options for each type of loan 
likely not helpful to consumer.
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Steering Prohibition—Safe Harbor (continued)

 Elements of safe harbor from steering prohibition include:
 Loan originator must obtain loan options from significant 

number of creditors with whom originator regularly does 
business.
 Three or more creditors is considered significant.

 If originator regularly does business with less than three creditors, 
element satisfied if options obtained from all creditors with whom 
originator does business.

 Consumer does not have to be presented with all loan options that 
originator obtains, as long as option presentation element is 
satisfied.

 Loan originator must believe in good faith that consumer 
likely qualifies for options presented.
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